Pediatric Vascular Surgical Practice Patterns.
Vascular surgeons infrequently care for pediatric patients. As such, variability in operative management and available hospital resources at free-standing children's hospitals (CHs) may exist. The study aims were (1) to determine vascular surgeon comfort level with pediatric vascular surgery and (2) to determine variations in pediatric vascular surgery practice patterns. A survey composed of clinical vignettes emailed to all members of Vascular and Endovascular Surgery Society was designed to assess operative management of pediatric vascular conditions and hospital resources. Comparisons of surgeon satisfaction between free-standing CHs and a CH within an adult general hospital were made using Wilcoxon rank-sum tests. Comparison of surgeon comfort between hospital types was made using a McNemar's test. P-values less than or equal to 0.05 indicated statistical significance. Response rate was 18% (93/525) with 96% (89/93) indicating completion of a 2 year vascular fellowship. Surgeon satisfaction with operative equipment (P = 0.002), support staff (P < 0.001), and vascular laboratory availability (P = 0.01) was significantly lower at CHs. Eighty-seven percent of surgeons operated on fewer than 2 children over the preceding 3 months. For the different clinical vignettes, there was a wide variation in practice patterns with a range of 50-89% of the surgeons performing fewer than 5 cases over the preceding 10 years. There was a significant decrease in surgeon's comfort level with elective pediatric vascular operations compared to the operative management of pediatric vascular trauma (P = 0.0025). Most vascular surgeons do not feel comfortable in the operative management of pediatric vascular disease, and optimal resource availability within pediatric CHs may be lacking. Centralized care of this patient population may be warranted.